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PART I of this two-part series (Technical Support,
May 2000) explored the basics of ISPF com-

mands and command tables. This concluding article focuses
on how ISPF command actions are taken on passthrus. Also,
some programming suggestions for consistent treatment of
the ZCMD variable are presented as well as some command
table tips. 

HANDLING PASSTHRUS IN
DIALOG FUNCTIONS

The easiest way to handle a passthru
of the ZCMD variable is to simply
ignore it. This is acceptable if a
function has no valid commands.
However, if a function wants to
take a given action if a command is
entered, the function must handle
the passthru. 

There are many examples of
passthru handling in ISPF. The
ISREDIT program provides several
examples. The vast majority of editor com-
mands don't reside in any command table. The
DSLIST Utility (Option 3.4) also handles
passthrus. The commands APPEND, REFRESH and CON-
FIRM are launched via passthrus.

Figure 1 shows an Assembler program handling a passthru.
The ZCMD variable is first checked for non-blanks. If blank,
then the user did not enter any command. If non-blank, an IF-
THEN-ELSE structure is used to determine which command
was entered. Note that the final ELSE is the INVALID COM-
MAND branch. In other words, if the non-blanks entered by the
user don't match any command that has been programmed for,
the non-blanks are, by definition, an INVALID COMMAND.

COMMAND TABLE TIPS

ISPCMDS and application-specific command tables are
different. They may look and act the same but they must be
kept distinct. Therefore, this portion of the article will segre-
gate tips that apply to ISPCMDS from tips that apply to
application command tables. 

ISPCMDS Tips
Under Version 4 of ISPF, sites no longer
need to apply customization directly into

ISPCMDS. Instead, they should acti-
vate the SITECMDS feature via ISR-
CONFG. Further, they should direct
ISPF to search the site table after
ISPCMDS. I documented this
approach in my December 1997
"Working Smarter" column titled
"ISPF Version 4 Command Tables." 

IBM has provided this nice touch
to avoid what I call the "backdated"

command table problem. If a shop is
customizing ISPCMDS, when a new

release of ISPF is installed, problems can occur.
What sometimes happens is the customized, but

backdated, copy of ISPCMDS is retained for the new release. 
Sites that have customized ISPCMDS don't want to lose all

of their highly productive additions. Yet, if they don't include
the new release's ISPCMDS, many new features of ISPF simply
will not work correctly. I highly recommend a move to the
site command table method.

Never modify or delete any Type-1 IBM commands in
ISPCMDS. Since ISPF and PDF are object code-only
(OCO) products, it would do little good to tinker with the
verbs in ISPCMDS. 

Examining ISPF Commands:
Part II — ISPF Command

Actions on Passthrus

There are many examples of passthru handling in ISPF, as illustrated in this month's
concluding article. 

Just as ISPF clears ZCMD
to spaces after it takes an

action, so should user-writ-
ten dialog functions. There
are many ways to do this.
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APPLICATION COMMAND
TABLE TIPS

To emphasize the importance of provid-
ing a Command ==> line on every panel,
consider the following:

● For every panel that does not have a
Command ==> line, every time that
non-blanks are present in the first input
field, at a minimum, a search of
ISPCMDS will occur.

● If an application command table exists,
it, too, will be searched. The data value
will constantly be passed through to the
SHARED or FUNCTION pool. This
adds unnecessary overhead to the
application. The Command ==> line,
if present, is normally left blank. A
command table search will only occur
when a command is explicitly typed
into the Command ==> line.

● If an application is using its own
commands and all actions are being
taken on passthrus, it is still a good
idea to have an application command
table. Simply add all valid verbs to
the command table with the PASSTHRU
action. This prevents the search of
ISPCMDS and therefore saves
searching overhead.

● If a third-party or IBM ISPF application
is using one of the ISPF commands and
the implementation of the command is
undesirable, the command can be
disabled in the application command
table with the blank action. For example,
to disable the SDSF implementation of
RETRIEVE and allow the ISPCMDS
version to override it, make the action
for RETRIEVE blank in ISFCMDS. 

● When an application command table
(or ISPCMDS) is modified at Option
3.9, current, signed-on users will not
pick up the changes. This is because
command tables are only opened when
an application (or ISPF itself) is entered
(SELECTed) for the first time. Current
users all have an open copy of the
command table as it last looked in their
TSO address space.

● When modifying command tables, a
copy should be used to avoid enqueues

from occurring. Option 3.9 opens
command tables with an exclusive
enqueue. If another user attempts to
SELECT the application while its com-
mand table is being modified, a TABLE
IN USE message will be displayed.

● Whenever a SELECT action is
invoked from a command table, ISPF
automatically saves the current display
environment. It then restores the saved
environment upon return to the previously
active function. From within a user-
written function, whenever a TBDISPL
or dynamic area panel is being
displayed and there is a need to display
a fixed body panel, a CONTROL
DISPLAY SAVE must be done prior to
displaying the fixed body panel. Then,
after the fixed display has ended, a
CONTROL DISPLAY RESTORE
must be issued to restore the saved
display environment. 

The point here is that if a particular
command can be equated to a function
(CMD or PGM), it can be invoked
seamlessly, without extra programming
and without regard to the current dis-
play environment by using the SELECT
action in a command table.

ZCMD Tips
Just as ISPF clears ZCMD to spaces after

it takes an action, so should user-written
dialog functions. There are many ways to do
this. The easiest way is to code the following
assignment statement in the )INIT section
of every application panel:

)INIT
&ZCMD = ''

Another method is to move spaces to
ZCMD from within the function just prior
to a panel DISPLAY or TBDISPL. 

Not clearing ZCMD correctly can result
in whatever command was last typed being
carried from panel to panel in the application.
In a compiler-based function, even if
ZCMD is not VDEFINE'd, if it is present in
the Command ==> line of a panel, it will
reside in the implicit area of the function
pool. The VCOPY service must be used to
obtain copies of implicit function pool vari-
ables. ZCMD should always be VDEFINE'd
by a compiler-based function if commands
are to be included in the function.

For a professional touch, always save the
value of ZCMD into another variable and
restore ZCMD from this variable when an
INVALID COMMAND situation is encoun-
tered. This can be done entirely from within
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Not all labels are shown. The intent of this example is to illustrate how a dialog function handles a passthru of ZCMD. 

VDEF CALL ISPLINK,(VDEFINE,NZCMD,ZCMD,L48,CHAR),VL
.... * ZCMD IN FUNCPOOL
....
TABLDISP CALL ISPLINK,(TBDISPL,TABLENAM,PANELNAM),VL

C R15,=F'4'                        
BNH CONTINUE
B RETURN

CONTINUE CLI ZCMD,C' ' * ZCMD JUST(LEFT) 
BE LINECMDS * No Command==>
LA R2,ZCMD * POINT TO ZCMD
CLC 0(5,R2),=C'FIND ' * FIND COMMAND ?
BE FINDCMD * YES
CLC 0(6,R2),=C'RESET ' * RESET COMMAND ?
BE RESETCMD * YES
CLC 0(5,R2),=C'SAVE ' * SAVE COMMAND ?
BE SAVECMD * YES
CALL ISPLINK,(SETMSG,BADCMD),VL * INVALID COMMAND
B TABLDISP * RTN W/MESSAGE

....

....
VDEFINE DC CL8'VDEFINE' * ISPF SERVICE
NZCMD DC CL8'(ZCMD)' * NAME-LIST FORMAT
CHAR DC CL4'CHAR' * ZCMD IS CHARACTER
TBDISPL DC CL8'TBDISPL' * ISPF SERVICE
TABLENAM DC CL8'TABLENAM' * TBOPEN'D TABLE 
PANELNAM DC CL8'PANELNAM' * TABLE DISPLAY PANEL
SETMSG DC CL8'SETMSG' * ISPF SERVICE
BADCMD DC CL8'ERRM001' * COMMAND NOT RECOGNIZED  
L48 DC F'48' * ZCMD LENGTH
ZCMD DS CL48 * ZCMD WITHIN PROGRAM

FIGURE 1: NON-REENTRANT BAL FUNCTION THAT HANDLES A PASSTHRU
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application panels, as shown in Figure 2.
This panel logic will restore the erroneous
value of ZCMD that matches the error
message called ERRM001, the application-
wide INVALID COMMAND message.

When defining the attribute for the
ZCMD field, always use JUST(LEFT).
CAPS(ON) will save extra "upper-case"
code in this function. Also, allow as much
room as possible for the ZCMD field. Even
if application commands are short, many
ISPF users want to be able to issue com-
mands that can be quite long. Remember
that any command or menu option can be
stacked. For example:

Command ==> TSO FREE DD(TEMPFILE);TSO
ST;SPLIT;2

Panels that contain no input fields (such as
tutorial panels) should still provide a
Command ==> line. The reason for this is
the same as making the ZCMD field as long
as possible: ISPF commands should be able
to be issued from any panel.

When a passthru of ZCMD occurs, ISPF
will store the ZCMD value on the historical
command stack (if typed, not PF Key
entered). This makes user-written commands
available to the RETRIEVE, CRETRIEV,
RETP and RETF ISPF commands. This is
automatic; no additional coding is required
within a function to accomplish it.

SUMMARY

Command processing by the Dialog
Manager is a bit more involved than it first
appears. ISPF's own commands have a long
and proven history of functioning as docu-
mented. When developers are adding their
own commands to an application, they
should work with a copy of the application
while testing new commands. Then, when
fully tested and functional, the new com-
mands should be documented and made
available to all application users.

One subject that was deliberately not cov-
ered in this series is the actual code required
to take a command action from within a
user-written function. This is beyond the
scope of this article. Writing the code that
actually does the FIND, SAVE or whatever
is totally dependent upon application
requirements. 

Commands add powerful utility to any
online environment. Under the ISPF Dialog
Manager, application commands must be
programmed for. Simply adding an entry to

a command table is usually not enough.
This answers one of the questions raised in
Part I: Developers add their own commands
by consistently handling whatever is typed
into the Command ==> line. 

As to the other questions, only the entries
in ISPCMDS are true ISPF commands. Any
commands provided by NEWAPPL type of
applications belong only to that application.
Are command tables the only way to imple-
ment ISPF commands? No, a passthru is
frequently used.  
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THE STRUCTURE OF ISPF
COMMAND TABLES

SHOWDSNS is the ZCTVERB value. The ZCTTRUNC variable
has a value of five, the ZCTACT column is assigned the SETVERB
action and there is no description. All of the column names in ISPF
Command Tables begin with "ZCT". The "Z" indicates that they are
native IBM variables and the "CT" stands for Command Table.

The ZCTTRUNC value determines the minimum sub-string that
can be entered in a Command==> line and still get a match. That
is, the SHOWDSNS command could be entered as: SHOWD,
SHOWDS, SHOWDSN or SHOWDSNS.

To view the complete structure of an ISPF Command Table,
navigate to ISPF Option 7.4, Tables. Choose number 5, Display
Structure. For the table name, use ISPCMDS. The screen that will
be displayed shows the definition of the ISPCMDS table.

Here is another thing to try. Return to the 7.4 screen and instead
of Display Structure; choose number 1, Display Row. Keep
ISPCMDS as the table name and type the number 1 in the "By row
number" field. The first row of the open ISPCMDS table should be
presented on the next screen that is displayed.

Search Argument Allowable Truncation Value Action Description

ZCTVERB ZCTTRUNC ZCTACT ZCTDESC

SHOWDSNS 5 SETVERB

)INIT 
&ZCMD = ''
IF (&MSG = ERRM001)   /* INVALID COMMAND */

&ZCMD = &HOLDZCMD  .CURSOR = ZCMD
)PROC
&HOLDZCMD = &ZCMD

FIGURE 2: PANEL LOGIC TO SAVE ZCMD VALUE


